
Bubble Show FAQ 
Are Bubble Shows safe during the Covid-19 pandemic? 

The world we live in has changed drastically in 2020.


Our aim is to keep audience members and performers safe by following precautions designed to 
minimise the risk of contagion. Each acts risk assessment is updated regularly to meet the 
constantly changing government guidelines and legislation. Socially distant and hygiene 
measures are in place and we aim to make bubbleology inclusive for all.


Performers are briefed in the newest health and safety measures and will wear custom made 
masks to suite the costume during indoor shows.


Please feel free to ask any questions you might have by email info@mirabellearts.com.


How much space do you need? 

Bubblina can perform in most spaces and exact requirements will depend on which performance 
option has been booked. Outdoor displays work best in large open areas, particularly grass but 
can be adapted for street presentations, shopping centres and private gardens.


Indoor shows prefer a minimum space of 4x3m if possible. If you have a small venue size the 
show may need to be adapted to work with the space or the option of a roaming bubbleologist 
will be suggested as a substitution.


Unsafe or unsuitable performance area will result in show stop.


Bubble show space requirements? 

Draughts 
Please ensure the performance area is away from any doors that may be in use throughout the 
performance. Any air conditioning units must be switched off for the duration of the performance.


Smoke Detectors 
If possible, please disable detectors close to the performance area as the show uses stage fog. 
This is not smoke but harmless water vapour created by use of vegetable glycerine which can 
effect some smoke detectors. 


Parking 
Please ensure there is a parking space as close to the venue load in door as possible. If there is 
no space available nearby then please allow extra time for the artist to set up and pack down.

Any parking permits or fees are to be supplied by or paid for by the client or event planner. 


How long does set up and pack down take? 

This will depend on the bubble act booked and event space. On average it will take 90 to 120 
minutes for a bubble show to be set up. 


With the bubble show a stage can be clear to a suitable wing area within 10 minutes to be packed 
down properly. 
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Photos or video 
Photos of the show are welcome but please be aware of other audience members and the events 
policy. 


Due to GDPR laws please use common sense and respect of individual’s rights when taking 
photos of your family and friends at outdoor displays and bubble parties. Please only take photos 
and videos of participating audience members who are related to you.


Please share any photos, comments or videos on social media. 

By uploading your photo’s or video’s to Mirabelle Arts Facebook page or Instagram you are 
agreeing that Mirabelle Arts may use your photos and or videos for any promotion, advertising or 
marketing of the act.


Does the indoor show make a mess? 
The bubble show is performed on a carpeted area and no bubbles are allowed to make their way 
out of that area unless the performer chooses.


Participants inside the bubble do not get wet and every care is taken to avoid any bubble 
spillages.


Is it Safe? 
The bubble solution is non toxic and biodegradable. People with skin conditions which react to 
soap will need to avoid directly handling the solution but can safely pop bubbles and take part in 
the activities.


Do we have to provide anything? 
The performer will arrive on site with everything they need for the show. Occasionally they will 
need access to water or power depending on the style of show chosen. 


Is it interactive? 
Yes! Bubbleology shows are incredibly interactive. Audience members participate in the show 
during friendship bubble or in a bubble sections and. Outdoor bubbles shows will provide the 
audience the chance to interact with the bubbles, hold a bubble and blow bubbles in a bubble.


Can the show be adapted to suit my event requirements 
Every show is unique and Bubblina can adapt the acts costume, script and style to suit the event. 
There is even an option to have a stilt walking bubbler.


How far can you travel? 
Bubblina can perform worldwide. Travelling expenses may apply.


Is there a certain respect guests and audience members should adhere 
too? 



Always ask permission before using a bubble tool


Never burst someone else bubble that they are holding or standing in


Always respect the Bubbleologist’s space, especially during an outdoor display. You may 
accidentally knock over a bubble juice container and cause a mess. The Bubbleologist needs 
plenty os space to make the gigantic bubbles or thousands of bubbles which people love


What is the appropriate age range for a bubble show 
Everyone can  enjoy and interact with a bubble show from babies to people celebrating their 
100th birthday.


Are you insured? 
Yes. Every bubble artist has Public Liability Insurance of up to 10 million pounds. Each bubble 
show is fully Risk Assessed. All electrical equipment is PAT and clearly labelled. 


Copies of relevant certificates and documents are available upon request.



